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To the best of our knowledge,from both public and private
sources, here are correct answers to questions frequently asked
about the history of Connecticut's automobile registration plates:

1. In 1903, Connecticut became one of the first states in the
nation (New York State pioneered, in 1901) to require automobile
registrations, which t.hen \"}ere issued by our Secretary of the State,
in the State Capitol, Hartford. Tlle fee was $1 annually, wittl 1,353
cars registered that first year.

During the first two years (1903 and 1904) of the registration
law in this state, Connecticut motorists had to make their own plates.
These usually wer-e large metal numer aLs (such as are still used for
household street n~1bers) attached to square or rectangular pieces
of thick leather, with the large letter C before the numerals.
Example: C478. .

2. With metal bases, Connecticut's registration plates were
porcelain-covered from 1905 through 1916; they were painted from
1917 through 1919, and they have been stamped since 1920. They were
made of iron until 1913, when they were made of steel and when
CONNECTICUT first appeared on them.

(Note: Our General Assembly created our State IvIotor Vehi cle
Department as of June 1, 1917, at which time the department began to
issue these registrations and to assume other allied administrative
duties in connection with Connecticut's rapidly growing automobile
world. )

The early plates made and issued by the State were 10! by 5!
inches in size until the early 1920' s, when increases in the number
of cars registered made it necessary to enlarge the plates to
ll~ by 6 inches, solely because only numerals were being used at the
time. By changing to letters plus numbers in 1930 our department
was able to reduce the plate size to 9~by 6 inches, which it
remained until 1956, when the nationally standarized size of 12 by 6
inches was adopted.

(Note: Except for slight exceptions when unable to make them,
our state always has manufactured its metal plates at various of its
state institutions.)
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3. Connecticut in 1937 pioneered nationally with so-called
"per-manent;' plates made of aluminum. Another pioneering aspect of
these plates was that they had annual inserts to denote each year
of issued, the three-pronged metal inserts being changed in color
each year.

Connecticut also pioneered briefly (in 1948) with "r-cf'Lector-Laed!
plates as a safety device to reveal vehicles in the headlight beams
of other vehicles during dark hours, much as mirrors would do. However,
the fast-increasing use of much chrome on the vehicles from then
onwards plus greatly improved front and rear lights on cars made
such plates less essential in·their basic purpose.
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